Discrimination for target maneuver magnitude and direction switching during the endgame is significant for interception performance improvement. Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) images carry the information related to target motion parameters. It is feasible to use them to discriminate the maneuver. An imaging model in interception is first formulated. The principle of maneuver discrimination using the ISAR images is then fully explored. A novel and practical discriminator is developed with a rigorous analysis of the scenario characteristics. The discriminator parameter selection and some important factors affecting the discrimination performance are discussed comprehensively. Finally, a simulation environment with software tools capable of generating target-realistic ISAR images is developed. The simulation results confirm the rationality of the design procedure and demonstrate that the proposed discriminator performs better than the classical innovation-based maneuver discriminator.
Introduction
The interception of highly maneuver target is a representative optimal control problem, and target maneuver is one of the main error sources for the nonzero miss distance as the guidance theory points out [1] . Fast response to a maneuver onset and exact discrimination of the acceleration change are important for interception performance improvement. Since target maneuvers are independently controlled and target acceleration cannot be measured directly by existing sensors, acceleration can only be acquired by means of state estimation.
Conventional works commonly adopt the acceleration magnitude change from zero to nonzero as the maneuver indication [2, 3] . However, a large amount of simulation studies and flight tests have demonstrated that maneuvering in a fixed direction (constant acceleration, denoted as type I maneuver) does not, usually, pose a real challenge to the interceptor guidance system. Rather, the more difficult problem (handled by the target acceleration estimator) is to detect a single, randomly timed maneuver direction switch (MDS) during the endgame [4] (denoted as type II maneuver). It was also found that such a bang-bang type of evasion maneuvers is the optimal one for interception avoidance [1, 5] . Hence, we focus on the maneuver discrimination for a single MDS in interception in this paper.
According to the information employed in the maneuver discriminator, current techniques can be mainly classified into two categories: innovation-based and feature-based. The innovation-based [6] maneuver detector and state estimator depend on the innovation information of the Kalman filter or its variation. Whether a single-model or multiple-model method, it is difficult to achieve a short discrimination delay while maintaining high correct probabilities, due to the Q effect [2] . This inherent drawback becomes more serious when a mismatch occurs between target acceleration and predesigned models. By employing maneuver information embedded in the features from sensors, the feature-based technique [6] breaks through the above obstacle. In an air-to-air interception scenario, the bank angle measurement from the image is utilized in estimator when the fighter plane is taking a bank-to-turn (BTT) maneuver [4] . The detection delay is greatly reduced compared to the classical innovation-based estimator. Many similar researches exploit maneuver information from optical sensors by estimating target orientation directly [7] or extracting image fluctuant features indirectly [8] . However, the target range and velocity cannot be measured by optical sensors directly which are helpful for the state estimation and guidance. The radar echo also conveys maneuver information due to the modulation effects on electromagnetic scattering, and it can easily handle the problems of the optical sensors. Some narrowband radar features including glint, radar cross section (RCS), and high-resolution Doppler profile (HRDP) have been exploited successfully for type I maneuver detection [6, 9, 10] . But the MDS discrimination is not involved in the aforementioned researches. The validity of these approaches needs to be further verified.
According to the information employed in the maneuver discriminator, current techniques can be mainly classified into two categories: innovation-based and featurebased. The former methods depend on the innovation information of the Kalman filter or its variations [6] . Due to the Q effect [2] , it is difficult for both of the single-model and multiple-model methods to achieve a short discrimination delay while maintaining high correct probabilities. This inherent drawback becomes more serious with mismatch between target acceleration and predesigned models. However, employing maneuver information embedded in the features from sensors, feature-based techniques [6] overcome the above obstacle. For instance, in an air-to-air interception scenario where a fighter plane is taking a BTT maneuver [4] , an estimator using the bank angle measurement from images can greatly reduce the detection delay, compared to the classical innovation-based estimator. Many similar researches exploit maneuver information from optical sensors by directly estimating target orientation [7] or indirectly extracting image fluctuant features [8] . Unfortunately, optical sensors cannot directly measure target range and velocity which are helpful for the state estimation and guidance. Radar sensors can also capture maneuver information and easily obtain target range and velocity, because of the modulation effect on electromagnetic scattering. Narrowband radar features including glint, RCS, and HRDP have been exploited to detect type I maneuver [6, 9, 10] . But their validity needs to be further verified for the MDS discrimination, which is not involved in the aforementioned researches.
Generally, compared with low-resolution radar features, high-resolution features from high-range resolution (HRR) or inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) images gain more advantages in maneuver information extraction. As stated in [11] , the relative orientation of missile-to-target in interception can be approximated by a turntable model, which makes the maneuver discrimination using ISAR images possible. In fact, the estimation of motion parameters per se including translational motion velocity, rotation velocity, and direction is key to autofocus and cross-range scaling in ISAR imaging, and many signal-domain and image-domain methods have been proposed [12] [13] [14] [15] . In essence, these methods are mostly offline data processing regardless of application backgrounds and need an iterative optimization "matching." Notice that they comprehensively do not analyze the relationship between maneuver parameters and ISAR images as well as the impact factors on estimation error, such as resolution and relative orientation of missile-totarget. Yang et al. [16] derive the relationship between target ISAR image slope and turn rate in the ground moving target indicator (GMTI) radar surveillance. In this paper, we extend the air-to-ground scenario to an air-to-air interception scenario and estimate the lateral acceleration instead of the maneuvering turn. Moreover, the estimation in a quasi-steady state is extended to the transient period with a determination of maneuver switch instant.
Considering the interception of a skid-to-turn (STT) cruise missile taking a horizontal, planar "S" maneuver (denoted as type II maneuver) in penetration [17, 18] , the sideslip angle will change, and a novel and practical target maneuver discriminator using ISAR images is proposed with rigorous analysis. For simplicity, we assume the target translational motion is well compensated, and employ the image-domain features, in consideration of the effect of echoes' quality on the signal-domain parameter estimation. The paper makes an elaborate and systematic analysis of the maneuver discrimination principle in Section 2. Section 3 discusses some important factors affecting the discrimination performance and then proposes a maneuver discriminator using ISAR images. Simulation results are presented in Section 4, and conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
Maneuver discrimination principle
Taking the initial line-of-sight (LOS) coordinate system as the inertial coordinate system, the geometry of the two-dimensional interception scenario is shown in Fig. 1 , where R is the distance between target and missile, q is the LOS angle, and γ M , a M , and V M and γ T , a T , and V T are missile and target path angles, accelerations (perpendicular to the respective velocities), and speeds, respectively. Assuming first-order dynamics for both target and missile and both velocities are nearly constant, the following dynamics equations are satisfied:
( :
where i = M,T refers to missile and target, a c i is the acceleration command, and τ i is the time constant. The relationship between motion parameters and relative orientation of missile-to-target in a three-dimensional interception scenario has been derived in [11] . A twodimensional simplified analysis is presented to establish the ISAR imaging model as follows.
Imaging model
A right-handed coordinate system is attached to the target where the x-axis is pointing out of the nose, the y-axis to the left, and the z-axis to the top. Assuming the target velocity is along the x-axis, the pose angle ψ, relative to LOS, and its rates ω are formulated as
The positive pose angle is prescribed to the left and the positive turn is also to the left. The considerable disparities of ψ and ω in MDS are the basis of maneuver discrimination. In (2), : γ : T and : q : represent the pose angle variety introduced by the target motion and relative motion of missile-to-target, respectively. It has been demonstrated in [11] that : q j j≪ : γ :
This conclusion also can be explained by the expression of :q : in proportional navigation (PN) guidance law [19] :
In fact, the numerator of (4) is the "collision triangle" (the dotted triangle in Fig. 1 ) condition [19] . If the relative motion keeps the condition satisfied in the whole interception, i.e.,
q is influenced by many factors, including target maneuver, guidance law adopted, initial heading error, and estimation error. But the guidance law always keeps : q within a small neighborhood of zero before the seeker head reaches its blind range. Hence, after translational motion compensation, the imaging model in two-dimensional interception can be approximated as a planar rotating object in Fig. 2 , where rotation angular velocity is equal to the pose angle rate,
Furthermore, assuming target centroid O as the origin, the scatterer on target of radial distance L is mapped on to the range-Doppler plane as follows under the far-field condition:
where v is the rotation linear velocity, λ is the wavelength, and η r and η f are the range and Doppler resolutions, respectively, defined by
In (7), c is the velocity of light, B is the signal bandwidth, and T img is the imaging time. A typical target ISAR image is also illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows the scatterer distribution in the range-Doppler plane.
The above imaging model in interception differs significantly from that in surveillance of the ground-based radar (or other location-fixed radar) [6, 16] . In the latter situation, an ISAR image also can be obtained even if the target does not maneuver. However, from Fig. 2 , we can see that only when the target takes the lateral maneuver (perpendicular to velocity), i.e., rotation, the imaging condition could be satisfied. This disparity provides the feasibility of maneuver discrimination using ISAR images in interception.
Relationship between maneuver parameters and images
The changes of target acceleration a T and acceleration command a c T in type II maneuver are showed in Fig. 3 . In maneuver discrimination, we focus on the acceleration command switch instant t sw and the acceleration direction switch instant t dir . t sw is usually set to be the starting instant which is the reference to the discrimination delay evaluation. We follow this metric in our paper. By substituting (1) into (5), ω and its time derivative can thus be expressed as
From (8), ω and :ω : encapsulate the full information of target maneuver. On the other hand, from (6), ω can be derived by the scatterer position in the range-Doppler plane. Consequently, the maneuver information can be extracted theoretically by matching the target scatterers in ISAR images of different instants [13, 14] . For example [14] , ω of airplane rotation is estimated by comparing the geometrical relationship differences of relative scatterers in two adjacent images. Actually, the equivalent scatterer number of missile-class target is significantly fewer than ship or airplane due to its smaller size. So the matching process needs the high-resolution images, and the scatterer association in different images must be well-handled. Fortunately, a "shaft-like" shape is available for extracting the line features from target ISAR images.
From (6), the slope of the target ISAR image can be expressed as
where f 0 is the center frequency and K = − f s /T img f 0 is a known constant. By substituting (8) into the time derivative of s, we obtain :
Thus, the relationship between s and ω, also their time derivatives, is established. It is noted that these relationships are also related to the pose angle ψ. We firstly assume ψ > 0 in the following analysis and other situations are discussed later.
For the sake of clarity, type II maneuver is further divided into two types considering the different switch directions, i.e., type P and type N. According to Fig. 3 , a detailed summary of maneuver parameters and slope features in type II maneuver is listed in Table 1 .
According to the results summarized in Table 1 , we can see that the value of : s and the sign of s will change after the time instants t sw and t dir , respectively. Especially, if ψ satisfies (11) in the type P Notice that the above derivation entails the assumption that the rotation center of the target is known which is very difficult to fulfill in reality. As a matter of fact, the slope estimation can be realized by any two scatterers along the target radial axis or by some elaborate line-extraction algorithms in image processing. Both of them are independent of the position of rotation center. More detailed scheme will be given in the next section.
Discussion
We discuss the influence of ψ on the maneuver discrimination performance herein. As we know, most of the missile targets are of axial symmetry. The ISAR image acquired when ψ < 0 and ω < 0 is the same as that when ψ > 0 and ω > 0 according to Fig. 2 . In other words, we only have the information of |ψ| and |ω| from the ISAR images. Thereupon, some further remarks are made as follows (the sign of variable is denoted as sgn[⋅] for simplicity):
First of all, conclusions in Table 1 are contrary when ψ < 0 according to (9) and (10). It does not affect the detection of t sw but misleads the MDS discrimination. Actually, sgn[s] only indicates whether the target is turning toward or away from the LOS without the knowledge of sgn [ψ] .
Secondly, if ψ traverses zero in interception, either + → 0 → − or − → 0 → +, a "ghost phenomenon" is produced which means ω changing from ω < 0 to ω > 0. As a result, both sgn[s] and the value of : s vary even though no MDS occurs. In this instance, the discrimination of type N maneuver suffers from the invalidation or ambiguity.
Thirdly, from the expression of : s before the MDS occurs, i.e., :
, we know that the value of : s varies along with ψ even there is no MDS. If the value of : s is used as the test statistic, a float threshold is needed which is generated by a large amount of statistics at different ψ. But it is very hard to be realized in reality.
Finally, the performance of line extracting from the images strongly depends on the value of ψ. For example,
variations are unpredictable results from the line extracting errors. In summary, the estimation of sgn[ψ] and a deambiguity processing are necessary for the former two situations in maneuver discrimination. From the point of an implementation view, only sgn : s ½ and sgn[s] are selected in our paper as the indications of MDS. Although (11) should be satisfied in type P maneuver, it holds in most cases during [t sw ,t dir ]. This situation will be testified in Section 4 where the effect of ψ on discrimination performance is also explained more thoroughly.
Discriminator design

Image pre-processing
The ISAR image series can be obtained by the sliding windowing method. The window length, i.e., T img , determines the accumulated rotating angle for each ISAR image, and thus determines its Doppler resolution (inversely proportional to T img in (7)). But long T img implies great delay in discrimination. Hence, a tradeoff between delay and resolution should be considered. On the other hand, the sliding step length (denoted as ΔT) determines the aspect angle difference between neighboring ISAR images with a given ω. In reality, ΔT should be less than the missile control period but not too small. If so, the estimation of :s : is not reliable due to the slight difference between neighboring aspect angles.
Then, a target image is segmented out from the scene that is indicating which pixels are on-target. This usually can be done using CFAR detection followed by a sequence of binary morphological operations [16] . For the air-to-air endgame application in our paper, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is quite high due to the low clutter and the enough radiation power. The major noise sources are scatterer amplitude 
and position fluctuations. So the target is segmented simply by the following two level thresholds:
where I(x i ,y j ) is the original image pixel value, N D and N R are the numbers of pixels in the Doppler and range directions, respectively, I′(x i , y j ) is the image pixel value filtrated by the first-level threshold TH 1 , and C < 1 is a scaling factor.
Estimation of s and : s
Many methods in curve fitting, image processing, and ISAR cross-range scaling can be utilized to estimate s [12] [13] [14] [15] . Least squares (LS) and total least squares (TLS) methods are easy to operate but would be invalided if some shadowing or obstructions appeared in the ISAR image [20] . Some algorithms such as Radon and Hough transforms [13] and polar mapping [15] 
where α is the oblique angle, μ pq is the (p + q) -th central moment of image defined as 
From (13) to (15), we see that the major axis direction can be obtained only by some multiplications and additions in one cycle. The estimation of : s : , denoted as: s :
can be deduced by two neighboring frames of image sequence.
Estimation of ψ
With the knowledge of sgn[ψ], the real maneuver switch direction could be confirmed. An estimation method of ψ based on the target velocity vector v T and LOS vector r is proposed in [16] , namelŷ
From (16), we know that the accurate estimation is not well because both the position and velocity of missile-to-target need to be estimated. As mentioned previously, the "collision triangle" condition holds approximately in the whole interception.ψ can also be obtained by this restriction
The target state estimation per se is quite accurate, so only the constant target speed needs to be estimated. Obviously, the estimation error of (17) is much smaller than that of (16).
De-ambiguity
In theory, the value ofψ can be used to solve the ambiguity caused by the ghost phenomenon as mentioned in type N maneuver. But the estimation delay still exists from (17) because it is essentially an innovation-based method. It is difficult to solve the ambiguity based on the value ofψ . Although there is no MDS, it is noted that |ω| is maximal during ψ traversing zero, and thus ŝ is quite accurate due to the high Doppler resolution. Therefore, if a change of sgn[ŝ] from positive to negative is detected, current frame or several frames before can be utilized to obtain an ŝ. The value of ŝ depends on ψ when MDS occurs, but it is almost constant when ψ is traversing zero. This disparity provides a feasible way to solve the ambiguity. Finally, the flow chart of the proposed maneuver discrimination scheme is provided in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 shows that a two-stage detection is implemented employing sgn½: s and sgn[ŝ] at different instants t sw and t dir , respectively. Meanwhile, in order to increase the reliability of: s , a "binary integration detection" or "N B /M B detection" scheme is adopted [22] . The detection of sgn½: s and sgn[ŝ] can be directly used as the indication of t sw , whether the target is turning toward or away from the LOS. Afterψ is integrated, the real maneuver switch direction (denoted as D in Fig. 4 ) is taken.
Simulation results
Simulation environment
The block diagram of simulation environment is shown in Fig. 5 . A trajectory is generated in a missile-target interception scenario, and the target pose angle is calculated. The scatterer phase center data, that is, the position and complex RCS of each of the scatterers composing the target in different pose angles and frequencies, are obtained through the high-frequency electromagnetic simulation software RadBase [6] . Based on it, the ISAR images are generated considering the noise and clutter data. Finally, the performance of the maneuver discrimination is evaluated.
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 2 , and the final time of the interception is about 3 s. The initial target heading angle uniformly distributed between ±15°, that means the missile is located in the head-on zone of the target. The differential game guidance laws (DGL1) and the step-frequency wideband waveform [23] are adopted by the missile. Regardless of the specific performance of estimator used, only the target acceleration estimation delay is considered, namely, Δ est = 0.2 s. Estimation errors of other target states are assumed as the white Gaussian noises whose standard deviation is also listed in Table 2 . Besides, the window sliding step length is set equal to the missile control period, namely, ΔT = T c = 0.01 s.
Simulation results
A single run trial
A single simulation run of missile-target interception trajectory is depicted in Fig. 6a , where the target performs a single MDS from −15 to 15 g at t sw = 1 s. Figure 6b illustrates the pose angle ψ and the target path angle γ T during the whole interception. Note that ψ ≈ γ T is almost satisfied except at the last phase when the LOS angle q variations are considerable. So the planar rotation imaging model is reasonable in interception. The estimation result of ψ from (17) is also added in Fig. 6b . It can be seen that the estimation delay is evident, but the sign estimation is quite accurate. On the other hand, the oblique angle α in (13) instead of ŝ is shown in Fig. 6c for clarity, where six sample time instants are marked in turn. The ISAR images and ŝ corresponding to these time instants are illustrated, respectively, in Fig. 7 . The imaging time T img = 0.2 s and SNR = 10 dB [24] are prescribed in ISAR imaging. Combined with the variation of ψ in Fig. 6b , some cases are outlined below: in these images, most of target scatterers are visible due to the fast rotation rate (|ω| ≈ 28 ∘ /s at Fig. 7a, d ), so the target is turning about 5.6°in each imaging time interval. It makes easier to estimate the slope of the target. In the neighborhood of t dir (Fig. 7b, c) , the Doppler resolution degradation may adversely affect the accuracy of ŝ, but sgn [ŝ] reverses rapidly yet; sgn[ŝ] also reverses from positive to negative when ψis traversing zero (Fig. 7e, f) , but the Doppler resolution is distinctly higher than that in Fig. 7b , c. Another remarkable and important thing is the persistent decrement of ŝ during [t sw , t 2 ] in Fig. 6c . That is to say, sgn½: s reverses after MDS occurs. All of these cases are consistent with the analysis and discussion in the above sections.
Discriminator parameter design
As analyzed earlier, the discriminator parameter design strongly depends on ψ. So the influence of various discriminator parameters on discrimination performance is testified through a large amount of Monte Carlo simulations at different ψ. Note that type P maneuver in ψ > 0 is equivalent to type N maneuver in ψ < 0 and vice versa. Hence, only the target takes a single MDS from 15 to −15 g is considered. In simulation, the angle interval is 5°and 1000 runs at each interval are picked out by changing t sw and γ T (0). From the point of implementation view, γ M should be smaller than the seeker gimbals angle [25] (35°in this paper) to make sure that the target will not fly off the field of view. Herein, ψ is limited to 60°according to the "collision triangle" condition. Figure 8 shows the detection probability P d and the false alarm probability P fa of t sw for N B /M B detection of ∘ because the estimation errors of s increases and (11) is hardly to be satisfied. Both the detection and false alarm performance are good after ψ > 30 ∘ . Since the detection of^: s is just the first stage of MDS discrimination, the minimal P fa is the top priority for the N B /M B selection. On the other hand, considering the delay increases as N B and M B increase, the N B /M B selection is a tradeoff between the delay and P fa .
Similarly, the performance of de-ambiguity is shown in Fig. 9 . As mentioned in Section 3.4, the mean value of α of ten frames before sgn[ŝ] changes from positive to negative is chosen as a threshold (denoted as AM_in-dex). In Fig. 9a, a cluster of the detection probability of type N maneuver (type P maneuver when ψ < 0) at different thresholds is exhibited. In contrast, the curves of false alarm probability in type P maneuver when ψ > 0 are illustrated in Fig. 9b . Different from the N B /M B selection, the AM_index selection should pursue a total maximum sum of P d − P fa .
At last, the detection probability of different window lengths is shown in Fig. 10 Fig. 9 The performance of de-ambiguity (T img = 0.2 s). a P d . b P fa delay. It is also apparent that the discrimination performance is extremely poor in the neighborhood of
) that justifies the conclusion in the former section.
Discrimination statistics
The total discrimination performance at t sw ∈ [0.2, 2.8] s in interception is shown in Fig. 11 , and sets of 1000 Monte Carlo runs with random noise, random initial positions at each time interval are used. The window length WL = 15 and other discriminator parameters are the same as given in Fig. 10 . The detection probability P d , false alarm probability P fa , miss probability P m , and correct direction discrimination probability P c (integrated sgnψ ½ ) are illustrated in Fig. 11a . It can be seen that the total successful discrimination probability in interception is quite good with the exception of t sw = 2.8 s. Since the sufficient information cannot be collected to deliver a statistically significant decision at this time instant when WL = 15, P m increases rapidly. Besides, the performance degrades slightly, especially P c < P d , when t sw < 1 s, because the pose angle ψ is often in the neighborhood of zero when MDS occurs.
From Fig. 11b , the minimum discrimination delay is 0.07 s which is acquired by the "7/7" detection of^: s and the maximum delay does not exceed 0.26 s. The mean delay keeps about 0.15 s at all switch instants. Compared with the classical innovation-based maneuver detector, such as adaptive-H0 and the standard GLR detectors in [26] , the mean delay in the same detection probability is an almost linear function of t sw monotonically decreasing from 0.35 (at t sw = 0.2 s) to 0.16 s (at t sw = 0.8 s). The reason can be attributed to the constant angular noise, and the displacement noise is proportional to the range. The results are not shown here for conciseness. Fig. 10 The detection probability vs. different window lengths Fig. 11 The discrimination performance vs. switch time instant t sw . a Probabilities. b Delay Fig. 12 The applicability summary of proposed discriminator
Applicability summary
According to the pose angle ψ and maneuver type, an applicability summary of the proposed discriminator based on the analysis and simulation results is illustrated as follows:
From Fig. 12 , the feature or the test statistics used in the discriminator are the same in the same color zone and the deeper color means the shorter delay. In reality, MDS often occurs in the hatch zone due to the initial head-on geometry of missile-to-target and the short fly time in endgame, so sgn[s] and sgn : s ½ are sufficient for discrimination. The upper bound is determined by the gimbal angle of missile under the "collision triangle" condition, and the lower bound depends on the estimation error of s (the red mesh boundary). Of course, real switch direction discrimination and de-ambiguity are necessary with the help of other information. Note that the applicability analysis in Fig. 12 is based on the particular scenario in this paper. Generally, the feature selection and the discriminator parameter design should be closely associated with the application characteristics.
Conclusions
Discriminating target maneuver using ISAR images is feasible because of the embedded information related to target motion parameters. This paper firstly sets up the imaging model in interception and mathematically derives the relationship between the bang-bang type maneuver parameters and ISAR image slope. Then, the principle of maneuver discrimination using the ISAR images is explored, and some important factors affecting the discrimination performance are discussed. A novel and practical discriminator is developed afterwards whose parameter is designed elaborately based on the endgame scenario characteristics. Finally, the simulation results give some operational guidelines to designer for choosing discriminator parameters in practice and demonstrate that the proposed discriminator performs better than the classical innovation-based maneuver discriminator.
Compared with the conventional maneuver detector, the proposed discriminator further provides the maneuver direction switch information which has been successfully used in both estimator [4] and guidance law [27] . In fact, as analyzed in this paper, we know that ω can be estimated directly from ISAR images or integrated in the conventional innovation-based estimator. It will certainly enhance the estimation performance. Moreover, although the analysis in this paper is based on STT maneuvering target, it is also feasible to extract the maneuver parameters for a BTT target. For example, the wings' rotation when the plane is taking a BTT maneuver is similar to the missile body's rotation. In this situation, maneuver discrimination based on the ISAR images is a very attractive research direction.
